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Pus r INTRODUC+I’ION 

The capitalist class through its mouth- 
organs, the nired press, and through other 
channels, triumphantly announced to the 
world that when the war broke out the 
Socialists forgot all about their Socia:lsm. 
that tire INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT 
was proven to ‘be a. dream and an illusion, 
and that Socialism was utterly and hop% 
lessly crushed. The object of this little 
pamphlet is to prove to the world, and par- 
ticularly to the working class that not 
SOCIALISM, but certain parties and indivi- 
duals miscalling themselves Socialists, have 
come to grief, and that Socialism lives as 

strongly to-day as ever before through the 
SOCIALIST LABOR PARTIBS of the world, 
i. e., those parties that subscribe to the prin- 
ciples of the Socialist Labor Party of Amer- 
ica 

This pamphlet is an address adopted by 
the National Executive Committee of the 
Party at ilts JanUary session, .1915, and was 
sent to all the .Socialist parties throughout 
the world, in the three main languwes, Eng- 
lish. French and German. A special copy 

was also sent to the conference of Socialists 
from neutral countries, held at Copenhagen, 
January, 1916. 

The address has been translated into the 
following 1angUages: English, French, Ger- 
man, Swedish, I Banish, Hungarian, Lettlsh, 
South Slavonian and Jewish. 

It is a statement of tl& position of the 
Socialist Labor Party on what the basis of 
a revolutionary International Socialist move- 
ment must be if it is to lead the -proletariat 
to victory, and was, as already stated, called 
forth mainly by the slaughter proceeding 
apace in Europe, with the old International 
lying crushed on the ground. 

SOC’IAIrlST LABOR PARTY. 

March, 1916. 



SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY AND 
THE WAR. 

Address of the S. L. P. to Parties 
Affiliated With International 

Socialist Bureau. 
To the Affiliated Parties of the International 

Socialist Bureau. 
Comrades:- 

GroeCxs:-In this hour of supreme grief 
over the cause of international solidarity of 
the proletariat, in this the most trying and 
severest crisis of the International Socialist 
Movement, the Socialist Labor Party of 
America feels it its duty to communicate 
with the brother-parties of the various coun- 
tries for the purpose of aiding in the clarifi- 
cation of the situation such as it presents 
itself to-day, and to endeavor to arrive at a 
solution of the problems confronting us. 

* * * 

For years the European Socialist ‘Move- 
ment-and that means largely the movement 
in Germany, France and Austria-has been 
looked upon as being the vanguard in the 
International Movement. The vast numbers 
which the movement in Europe in general 
enlisted under the banner of Socialism, the 
great vote cast in the various countries, the 
numerically strong labor organizations, all 
lent seeming justification to this conception. 
Be-ent events-the downfall of the Inter- 
national, the evident hopeless misunder- 
standing between the parties engagsd in the 
present terrible war, the insistence that each 
side in the conflict is fighting for social 
b,a:terment and the advancement of human 
progress-all prove that in some respects 
the parties in Europe, however successfullY 
they may have grappled with the problems 
oP the day, failed to take proper cognizance 
of certain fundamental principIes of so- 
cialism, and failing to take cognizance of 
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these principles, failed equally to provide 
measures for the situation as it has arisen 
in Europe today. 

We of the Socialist Labor Party do not 
at this early date desire to discuss whether 
the German or other Socialists were justi- 
fied in acting as they did in this crisis. It 
is not our desire to place the blame and re- 
sponsibility for this senseless slaughter of 
the European proletariat on the one or the 
other, for the reason that we believe that 
the Socialists of all the countries involved 
in the war (with but few exceptions) in a 
greater or less degree share part of this 
awful responsibility. We hold, in other 
words, that-making due allowances for con- 
ditions as they are in Eurbpe-certain 
measures could have been taken at least to 
minimize this terrible catastrophe, had the 
parties given their attention to the GOAL 
of Socialism to a larger extent, or at least 
as much as they gave it to the immediate 
obstacles that are placed in the way of the 
progressive elements in Europe. 

The Socialist Labor Party principles, the 
position the party occupies in this country 
and its relation to what is known as the 
Socialist Party of America, have been stated 
on other occasipns. Time and again We 

have through our reports to the various con- 
gresses, through correspondence and other 
means, endeavored to make clear to the 
European movement what we insist is th.e 
mission of a party of Socialism, and pointed 
out what we believe are the correct means 
to attain our common goal. It is to be pre- . 
sumed that you have all ‘made yourselves 
familiar with these tactics and principles of 
ours, yet we feel that the present moment 
is one which justifies a reiteration of them, 
and-we therefore ask you once more to give 
your attention to what we have to say. 

As said, it is with due recognition of the 
difference between EZuropean conditions and 
conditions such as they obtain in the United 
States that we ennter upon what may be con- 
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sidered a criticism of the European Socialist 
Movement. And it is not in a spirit of in- 
ward satisfaction because our predictions 
came true, nor in a spirit of self-satisfied 
complacency that we write this. Our de- 
sires for international solidarity of the 
working class are as ardent and sincere as 
any other Section’s of the International, be- 
cause we realize that only through the 
growth of true InLernationalism may the art- 
ificial barriers of NationaXsm (this Nation- 
alism that has proven such a ban0 to the 
workers of Europe) be removed forever. 

The Socialist Labor ,Party has for years 
preached the doctrine that the workers 
must organize into a revolutionary party 
of their own c!ass. It has likewise preached 
that they must be organized on the econo- 
mic field into an industrial organization of 
their own class. 

It points out that without the political or- 
ganization the forces necessary (the indus- 
trial organizat:on) for the overthrow of 
capitalism cannot be organized, and that 
without the industrial organization the poli- 
tical victories of the working c:ass will be 
but empty protests against the capitalist 
system. It points out the futility of petty 
reforms (especially in highly developti ca- 
pitalist countries), and shows that these re- 
forms, instead of leading toward Socialism, 
tend to confuse the working class on the 
importance of revolutionary activity, there- 
by postpoDing the day of working class 
emancipation. It po:ntS out that the mere 
election of one set of Socialist political offic- 
ers in place of the present capitalist politi- 
c’ans- does in no way change the fundamen- 
tal basis of society, nor does it endanger 
capitalist society, unless such election of 
Socialists is accompanied by a healthy 
growth of the industrial organization of the 
working class. 

In this connection we quote the resolution 
which the party’s delegate introduced at the 
Stuttgart International Socialist Congress: 
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“Whereas, The integrally organized in- 
dustrial organization of the working class 
is the present embryo of the Commonwealth 
of Labor, or Socialist Republic, and fore- 
shadows the organic form of that Common- 
wealth, as well as its administrative powers; 

“Whereas, Craft unionism, wherever capi- 
talism has reached untrammeled full bloom, 
has approved itself what the plutocratic 
‘Wall Street Journal’ of New York has 
hailed it, in hailing the Gompers-Mitch011 
American Federation of Labor, ‘The bulwark 
of Capitalist society,’ that bred the official- 
dom which the capitalist Mark Hanna de- 
signated as his ‘Labor-Lieutenant-ship’; 
therefore be it 

“Resolved, 1. That ‘neutrality’ toward 
trades unions, on the part of a political 
party of Socialism, is equivalent to ‘neutra-’ 
lity toward the machinations of the cipi- 
talist class’; 

“2. That the bona fide, or revolutionary 
Socialist Movement needs the political as 
well as the economic organization of Labor, 
the former for propaganda and warfare 
upon the civilized plane of the ballot; the 
latter as the only conceivable force with 
which to back up the ballot, without which 
all- ballot is moonshine, and which force is 
essential for the ultimate lockout of the 
capitalist class; 

“3. That, without the political organiza- 
tion, the Labor or Socialist Movement could 
not reach its triumph; without the econonxic, 
the day of its political triumph would be 
the day of its defeat. mthout the econo- 
mic organization, the movement would at- 
tract and breed the pura and simple politi- 
cian, who would debauch and sell out the 
working class; without the political organ- 
ization, the movement would attract and 
breed the agent provocateur, who would as- 
sassinate the movement.” 

Events in America have demonstrated the 
soundness of the position of the party. The 
events in Europe are likewise a demonstra- 
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tion of the principle, that a pure and simple 
political party of Socialism, however revolu- 
tionary it may be in its utterances, cannot 
be of real service to the proletariat, let 
alone accomplishing its emancipation. 

The Socialist Labor Party ih taking this 
position adopts the methods of twentieth 
century civilization, insisting that society 
must be given an opportunity to express its 
will through the ballot-box. But in giving 
equal prominence to the demand for the in- 
dustrial organization oc the working class, 
it restates and emphasizes the historic truth 
that right without might is as useless and 
meaningless as might without right is so- 
cially criminal. 

Considering the general conditions in 
Europe, the Socialist Labor Party does not 
maintain that the European comrades have 
been entirely wrong. We are aware of th% 
fact that the fundamental principles of the 
parties in Europe are essentially the same 
as (those of the Socialist Labor Party of 
America. Where we differ is in the.applica- 
tion of these principles. Nor does it follow 
that the application which the European 
padies have made of these prinoiples is ab- 
solutely wrong. It may be so in part, and 
to a greater or less degree in the various 
countries. 

We recognize the fact that the Socialists 
of Europe have been confronted with many 
problems which had to be solved before 
the real issue, Socialism versus Capitalism. 
could be decided. These problems pzlyi~ 
largely been of a Dolitical nature. 
cal!y -Europe as a &hole is far behind the 
United States. Her& the issue, is clip and 
clear, Socialism versus full-grbwn capital- 
ism. Not so in Europe. There large rem- 
nants of feudalism remained, blocking the 
path of Socialist revolutionary progress, and 
the attention of the European comrades has 
therefore been given almost exclusively t0 
these problems, with the result that they 
have become ‘SO enmeshed in bourgeois-pal, 
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-itice that they have apparently lost sighmt, 
for the moment at least, of the ultimate goal 
of the Socialist movement. This is true to 
such an extent that where industrial union 
organization could have been effected, this 
important phase of the movement was and 
is practically ignored. The failure of the 
European Socialists to advocate and teach 
the principles of industrial unionism (a 
failure caused, as said, largely by unripe 
pobtical conditions in general, and unripe 
economic conditions in spots) may be ex- 
plained, though it cannot be wholly justi- 
fied. For while it is true that the applica- 
tion of industrial, union principles requires 
a high industrial and economic develop- 
ment, it is also true that a principle may 
be propagated and taught, pending the 
ripening Of conditions when such a principle 
may be applicable. St is only necessary in 
this Connection to remember that Socialist 
PrinCiPleS in general were propagated in 
Durope at a time when Socialism was mani- 
festly impossible. 

m”e have repeatedly referred to the in- 
dustrial organization, and desire to deal with 
this important question in a somewhat de- 
tailed manner, 

The conception which the SociaXsts in 
Europe and elsewhere (i e., those who have 
negle&ed the industrial organization) usual- 
ly hold Of the economic arm Of the move- 
ment is, that it is a purely transitory, 
though impOrtant enough affair. The Social- 
ist’tibbr Party holds, on the Contrary, that 
the economic organization, far from being 
this,’ is .the perkusnent. thing, and the po- 
littkal, though absolutely necessary and in- 
dispensable, is a purely transitory, a means 
to-an-end thing. The Socialist Labor Party 
holds that ,the correct form of the economic 
organization (industrial unionism) is the 
embryo, the undeveloped form of future 
sookty. To illustrate: 

8ociety today is organized. on political 
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lures, i e., the representative bodies are . . 

composed of delegates from the various po- 
litical (geographical) divisions. Thus, the 
“people” of New York state elect represent- 
atives to the “House”; these delegates re- 
presentjng (supposedly) the interests of the 
given territory. In capitalist society, rent 
as it is in twain by the struggle between the 
working class and the capftalist class, it 
is obvious that these delegates do not and 
cannot represent the interests of both 
classes; we know now that they represent 
the mterests of capitalism. But even if we, 

. for the sake of argument, would leave this 
point aside, it would stil remain undisputed 
that no one .man can truly represent the 
many and Varied intereats of the different 
industries which are found &thin a given 
territory. To represent any one of these 
industries in the .interests of those actively 
engaged and producing therein, one must 
himself be engaged therein, understanding 
the needs and requirements of ouch indus- 
tries. 

It is not the fun&ion of political govern- 
ment to administer production. Its chief 
function is to maintain “order,” which, in 
capitalist society, means to keep in subjec- 
t:gon the modern slave class-the wage work- 
ers. Political governmenethe State-rose 
upon the ruins of primitive communal so- 
ciety, formed and directed obedient to the 
new basis of society, that of private .prop- 
erty, which synchronously gave rise to class 
rule, and since then political governmeht 
has been and is allied with the interests of 
the ruying class. And as further proof of 
the faot that the political government has 
outlived its usefulness and become, instead, 
an encumbrance upon the productive forces 
of modern industrial society, we point to the 
fact that s’nce the theory of a true repres- 
entative democracy is baaed upon propor- 
ttonal representation, and since. with the 
rapid increase in population, the repreaen, 
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tative .body .woUld. become so large as to 
make it anything b&a deliberative body, it 
WOUlq put society to the alternative, either 
to abolish the idea of democratic govern- 
ment by fixing the number of represen- 
tatives. arbitrarily,-in short, a government 
no longer having a true basis of represen- 
tation; or, on the other hand, continue to 
increase the number of representa!!ives in 
proportion to the population, making this 
body, as already said, so large as to defeat 
the very idea of representative bodies; 
nanrelY, .to assemble. in one place for the 
purpose of deliberating and discussing. 
Whichever horn of this dilemma the pure 
and simple politicianist ,chooses, he will be 
running his head against the wall. 

Instead, the, Socialist Labor Party propos- 
es to ‘organize the useful producers of the 
land in’industrial unions. Thus, for instance, 
the workers of the textile industry would 
organize into one industrial union with the 
,local: union as a basis. These local unions 
will be composed of all the actual wage 
workers-in,a given industry in a given locali- 

‘ty, welded together in trade or shop branch- 
es or as the particular requirements of said 
industry may render necessary. 

Delegates. from these local industrial 
unions from ‘the various localities in Amer- 
ica in a given industry will form a national 
industrial union, and the delegates of na- 
tional industrial unions of closely kindred 
industries will form an industrial depart- 
ment: these industrial departments with 
their general executive board constituting 
the Industrial Government, answering in a 
sense to the present government and House 
of Representatives. 

We have based our illustrations on Amer- 
ican conditions because the capitalist system 
has here reac,hed its height of development 
and is becoming retrogressive, and the 
rspitalist class is here becoming more and 
more reactionary, developing into an indus- 
trial autocratic and feudalic class. Para- 
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phrasing Marx, we therefore say that if our 
Eur0PeQn comrades shrug ,Weir’shouIders at 
American conditions and in optimist fashion 
assure themselves that Europe is not Amer- 
ica, and that the Socialist Labor Party is 
utterly doctrinaire, orthodox, sectarian or 
what not-we say with ‘Marx, YDe te fabula 
narratur.“* And we add this qwtation from 
our great master: “The country that is more 
developed industrially only shows t0 the 
less developed the image of its own future.” 
The application of this quotation to a party 
of Socialism is obvious. 

Besides, we believe that after the war is 
over the political conditi0ns will be s0 ad- 
justed aa to compel the European comrades 
to give their undivided attention to the ques- 
tion of industrial unionism. 

We beg you not to misunderstand us. We 
declare most emphatically that we have no 
sympathies with what is known as the 
Anarcho-syndicalists in Elurope. Our fight, 
on the contrary, has been waged against 
the Anarchists of ALL stripes. We only 
caution against ‘such misunderstand!ngs be- 
cause imputations of this sort have been 
made to prejudice sincere people against our 
views. 

Not being in sympathy with the views 
held by these off-shoots from the revolu- 
tionary movement, we have neither patience 
nor sympathy with their methods an,d tac- 
tics, from their general strike advocacy t0 
their advocacy of “direct action.” Not 
a “general strike” of the workers, but 
a “general lockout” of the capitalist 
class is Our slogan. And this can 
only be done by organizing the workers In- 
dustrially, to take and hold the means of 
production. Nor have we any patience with 

*Quotation in full from gorace Satirae: 
“Quid rides? lKutato nomine de te fabula 

narratur.” (“Laughing? Wihy? Change the 
name and the story is ,told of YOU-“) 
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such who are uttering meaningless phrases 
about “mass action in ,t,ho streets,” etc. 
“I!&ws action in the streets,” if it means any- 
thing, can only mean barricade fights, and 
the days of these fights have passed with 
the pS5Sing of ,the Paris Commune. “Mass 
adiOn” has Only meaning for us when it is 
organized in revolutionary political and in- 
dustrial organizations. 

We hold with Marx that capitalist society 
must have reached a certain point in evolu- 
tlon before Socialism is possible. But we 
also hold, and in keeping with the true es- 
sence of Marxism, that this evolution does 
not stop at the means of production, etc., 
but that it continues with equal force on the 
labor unions; that those must take such 
shape that they will form the structure of 
future society. 

In view of what we have said we urge you 
to give your most earnest consideration to 
our principles and views. We believe, as 
we said at the outset, that had the various 
brother-parties listened to our voice and 
adopted our suggestions, the present cata- 
strophe now crushing the proletariat, m:ght 
-if it had happened at all-have been turn- 
ed to the defeat of the capitalist class, the 
overthrow of this barbarous capitalist sys- 
tem, and oaused the ushering in of the Co- 
operative Commonwealth,-the Industrial 
Republic of Labor. 

We trust that the International IMove- 
ment, crushed as it is now, will soon arise, 
stronger and wiser ‘than before. And if the 
International Movement is put on a more 
scientific, a more secure basis, then this 
bloody butchery shall not have been without 
its redeeming feature. 

Wjth fraternal greetings, we remain 
yours for interna?ional solidarity, 

National Executive Committee Of 
the Socialist Labor Party. 

Arnold Petersen; 
National ,Secret.arY. 
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APPEND= 

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY PLATFORM 

Adopted by the National Convention 
of the Party, April 10, 1912. 

The Socialist Labor Part); of the United States Of 
America in National Convention assembled in New 
York on April mth, 1912, reaffirming its previotis 
platform pronouncements, and in accord with the 
International Socialist Movement, declares: 

Social conditions, as illustrated by the events that 
crowded into the last foul years, have ripened so 
fast that each and all the principles, hitherto pro- 
claimed by the Socialist Labor Party, and all and 
each of the methods that the Socialist Labor Party 
has hitherto advocated, stand today most CO”- 

spicuously demonstrated. 
The Capitalist Social System has wrought its own 

destruction. Its leading exponents, the present in- 
. cumbent in the Presidential Chair, and his “illus- 

trious predecessor,” however seemingly at war iNith 
each other on principles, cannot conceal the identity 
of their political views. The oligarchy proclaimed 
by the tenets of the one, the monarchy proclaimed 
by the tenets of the other, jointly proclaim the con- 
viction of the foremost me” of the Ruling Class 
that the Republic of Capital is at the end of its 
tether. 

True to the. econotic laws from which Socialism 
proceeds, dominant wealth has to such a” extent 
concentrated into the hands of a select few, the 
Plutocracy, that the lower layers of the Capitalist 
Class feel driven to the ragged edge, while the large 
maioritv of the ~eoole. the Workiner Class. are being 
sul;merged. - - 

True to the sociologic laws, by the light of which 
Socialism reads its forecasts, the Plutocracy is brealc- 
ing through its republic-democratic shell and is 
stretching out its hands toward Absolutism in gov- 
ernment: the property-holding layers below it are 
turning at bay; the proletariat is awakening to its 
consciousness of class. and thereby to the percep- 
tion of its historic mission. 

In the midst of this hurl 
a’ 

all the colors of the 
rainbow are being projecte upon the social mists 
from the prevalknt confusion of thought. 

From the lower layers of the Capitalist Class the 
bolder, yet foolhardy, portion bluntly demands that 
“the Trust be smashed.” 
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&en if the Trust could, it sho&d not be smash- 
ed; even if it should it cannot. The law of social 
progress pushes toward a system of production that 
shall crown the efforts of man, wthout arduous 

toil, with an abundance ol the necessaries for ma- 
term1 existence, to the end of allowing leisure for 
mental and spiritual expansion. The Trust isth; 
mechanical contrivance wherewith to solve 
problem. To smash the contrivance were to re- 
mtroduce the days of small-fry competition, and set 
hack the hands of the dial of time. The mere 
thought is foolhardy. He who undertakes the feat 
might as well brace himself against the cascade Of 
Niagara. The cascade of Social Evolution would 
whelm him. 

The less bold among the smaller property-holding 
element proposes to “curb” the Trust with a variety 
of schemes. The very forces of social evolution that 
propel the development of the Trust stamp the 
“curbing” schemes, whether political or economx, 
as childish. They are attempts to hold back a run- 
away horse by the tail. The laws by. which the 
attempt has been tried strew the path of the run- 
away. They are splintered to pieces wih its kicks, 
and serve only to furnish a livelihood for the Cor- 
poration and the Anti-Corporation lawver. 

From still lower layers of the same propertythold- 
ing clans, social layers that have sniffed the breath 
of Socialism and imagine themselves Socialists, 
comes the iridescent theory of capturing the Trust 
6x the people by the ballot only. The “capture of 
the trust for the people” implies the Social Revolu-. 
tion. To imply the Social Revolution with the bailot 
only, without the means to enforce the ballot’s fiat, 
in case of Reaction’s attempt to override it, is to 
fire blank cartridges at a foe. It is worse. It is 

to threaten his existence without the means to 
carry out the threat. Threats of revolution, with- 

out provisions to carry them out result in one of 
two things only-either the leaders are bought out. 
or the revolptionary class, to, which the leaders ap- 
;E;aesnd which they succeed in drawmg after ‘“a$; 

are led hke cattle to the shambles. 
Comr&e disaster of France stands a monumental 
warning against the blunder. 

An equally iridescent hue of the rainbow is pro- 
jected from a still lower layer, a layer that lies al- 
most wholly within the submerged class-the theory 
of capturmg the Trust for the \\‘orking Class with 
the fist only. The capture of the Trust for the peo- 
ple implies something else, besides revolution. It 
implies revolution carried on by the masses. For 
reascms parallel to those that decree the day of 

small-fry competition gone by, mass-revolutionary 
‘conspirac 

% 
is, today, an impossibility. The Trust- 

holding lutocracy may successfully put through a 
conspiracy of physical force. The smallness of its 
numbers makes a successful conspiracy possible on 
its part. The hugeness of the numbers requisite 
for a revolution against the Trust-holding Plutocracy 
excludes Conspiracy from the arsenal of the Revolt- 
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tion. The idea of capturing the ‘I&t -with. physical 
force only is a wild chimera.’ 

Only two programs-the program of the Plutocracy 
and the program of the Socialist Labor Party- 
grasp the situ&on. 

The political State,, another name for the Class 
State, is worn out III this,, the leading capitahst 
nation of the world, most prominently. The Indus- 
trial or Socialist State is throbbing for birth. The 
Political State, bein 

k 
a Class State, is government 

separate and apart ram the productive energies of 
the people; It is government mainly for holding 
the ruled class in subjection. The Industrial or 
Socialist State, being the denial of the Class State, 
is government that IS part and parcel of the pro- 
ductive energies of the people. 

c 

As their functions are different, so are the stmc- 
tures of the two States different. 

The structure of the Political State contemplates 
territorial “representation” only; the structure of 
the Industrial State contemplates representation of 
industries, of useful occupattons only. 

The economic or industrial evolution has reached 
that point where the Political State no longer can 
maintain itself under the forms of democracy. 
While the Plutocracy has relatively shrunk, the 
enemies it has raised against itself have become 
too numerous to he dallied with. What is still worse, 
obedient to the law of its own existence the Political 
State has been forced not merely to multiply ene- 
mies against itself; it has been forced to recruit 
and group the bulk of these enemies, the revolu- 
tionary bulk. at that. 

The Working Class of the land, the historically 
revolutionary element, is ,grouped by the leading 
occupations, agricultural as well as industrial,, in 
such manner that the “autonomous craft U”KJ”” 
one time the palladium of the workers, has become 
a harmless scare-crow upon which the capitalist 
birds roost at ease, while the Industrial Unions 
cast ahead of them the constituencies of the gov- 
ernment of the future, and, jointly point to the In- 

dustrial State.. 
Nor yet is this all. Not only has the Political 

State raised its own enemies; not only has itself 
multiplied them: not only has itself recruited and 
drilled themi not only has itself grouped them into 
shape and form to succeed it; it is, furthermore, 
driven by its inherent necessities, prodding on the 
Revolutionary Class by digging ever more fiercely 

into its flanks the harpoon of exploitation. 
With the purchasing. power of wages sinking to 

ever lower depths: with certainty of work hanging 
nn ever slenderer threads; with an ever more &ant- 
icallv swellinK army of the unemployed: with the 
need of profits pressing the Plutocracy harder and 
h;lrdrr recklessly to squander the workers’ limbs 

and life: what with all this and the parallel process 
of tierpinr the workers of all industries into one 
interdependent solid mass, the final break-up is 
rendered inevitable and at hand. 
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No wild .sche& and no rainbow-chasing will 
stead in the approaching emergency. The Plulo- 
cracy (knows this-and so does the Socialist Labor 
Party-and logical is the program of each. 

The program of the Plutocracy is feudalic Auto- 
cracy, translated into Capitalism. Where a Social 
Revolubon is pending, and, for whatever reason, 
fs not enforced, REACTION is the alternative. 

The rogranl of the Socialist Labor Party 
REVOI%J’lXON-the Industrial or Socialist Repi 
lie, the Social Order where the Political State is 
overthrown; where the Congress of the land con- 
sists of the representatives of the useful occupa- 
tions of the land; where, accordingly, a government 

> is an essential factor in production; where the bless- 
ings to man that the Trust is instinct with are 
frbed from the trammels of the private ownership 
that now turn the potential blessixrgs into a curse.; 
where, accordingly, abundance can be the patn- 
nmny of all who work; and the shackles of wage 
slave% are no Fore. 1 

In eep*ng wth the goals of the diffs- 
programs are the means of their execution. 

The means in contemplation by REACTION: is 
the bayonet. To, this end REACTION is seekIng, 
pa$hmtea~ of the po!lce spy and other agencies, to 

P 
roletarlat Into acts of violence that rn?y 

give a CO or to the resort to the bayonet. By Its 
. manoeuvres, it is egging the Working Class on t? 

deeds of fury. The eapltalist press echoes the pqh- 
cy, while the pure and. simple political Sociahst 
Party rs, generally, IS snare! mto the trap. --- 

On t e contrary, the means 
the Socialist Labor Party is 

firmly adhered fosy 
the constitutional 

method of political’ action, backed by the indus- 
trially and class-consciously organized proletariat, to 
the exclusion of Anarchy, and all that thereby hangs. 

At such a critical period in the Nation’s existence 
the Socialist Labor Party calls upon the Working 
Class of America, more deliberately serious than ever 
before, to rally at the polls under the Party’s banner. 
And the Party also calIs upon all intelligent citizens 

themselves squarely upon the ground of 
Class interests, and join ds in this mighty 

le work of human emancipation, so that 
we may put summary end to the existing barbarous 
class conflict by olacing the land and all the means. 
of production, transportation and distribution into 
the hands of the people as a collective body, and 
substituting for the present state of planless produc- 
tion, industrial war, and social disorder, the Socialist’ 
or Industrial Commonwealth--is commonwealth in 
which every worker shall have the free exercise and 
full benefit of his faculties, multiplied by all the 
modem factors of civilization. 
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